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Oracle Web Services Manager, a component of SOA Suite from Oracle is a web services security and monitoring product that helps organizations not only to define and enforce security policies, but also to define and enforce the service level agreements. One of the key components of Service Oriented Architecture is security, and this book will be useful for those who are implementing SOA or for those who just want to manage and secure their web services.

This book not only describes the need for and the standards of web services security, but also how to implement them with Oracle WSM. It contains detailed examples on how to secure and monitor web services using Oracle WSM with explanations on the internals of WS-* security standards. It also describes how to customize Oracle WSM and how to plan for high availability.
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Developing Applications with Salesforce ChatterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make your business more social with Salesforce Chatter. This book walks you through configuring and customizing Chatter to boost collaboration in your organization. Can be used as a reference book or complete guide.


	Overview

	
		Understand Salesforce Chatter and its architecture.
	
		Configure and...
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Computational Molecular Dynamics: Challenges, Methods, Ideas: Proceeding of the 2nd International SymposiumSpringer, 1998

	On May 21-24, 1997 the Second International Symposium on Algorithms for Macromolecular Modelling was held at the Konrad Zuse Zentrum in Berlin. The event brought together computational scientists in fields like biochemistry, biophysics, physical chemistry, or statistical physics and numerical analysts as well as computer scientists working on...
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The Fundamentals of MarketingAva Publishing, 2009

	This book describes how marketing organizations successfully move from product concept to the creation of a successful brand, and explains the key tools used to develop branding. It introduces selling theories and the principles of consumer behaviour, and documents the creation and development of brands using real-world examples. It goes on...
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Current Topics in Aritficial Intelligence (Lecture Notes Series)Springer, 2004
The Spanish Association for Artificial Intelligence (AEPIA) was founded in 1983 aiming to encourage the development of artificial intelligence in Spain. AEPIA is a member of the ECCAI (European Co-ordinating Committee for Artificial Intelligence) and a founder member of IBERAMIA, the Iberoamerican Conference on Artificial Intelligence. Under the...
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Analyzing Computer Systems Performance: With Perl: PDQSpringer, 2005
Analyzing computer system performance is often regarded by most system administrators, IT professionals and software engineers as a black art that is too time consuming to learn and apply. Finally, this book by acclaimed performance analyst Dr. Neil Gunther makes this subject understandable and applicable through programmatic examples. The means...
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Managing Risk and Information Security: Protect to EnableApress, 2012

	Newly promoted CISOs rapidly realize that the scope of the position they have taken on

	is often beyond what they have been prepared for. The nature of securing an enterprise

	is daunting and overwhelming. There are no simple checklists or roadmaps for success.

	Many of the technical security skills a CISO has acquired during the early...
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